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ABSTRACT 

In the present living movement is one of the social peculiarities. Individuals, because 

of multiple factors, numerous various times continue to move from one spot to 

another. The primary necessity and need in another spot is Housing or convenience. 

Finding or getting great reasonable convenience in sensibly brief time frame is a test. 

The issue is two different ways for both House Owner's (Searching a Tenant) and 

house leasing local area i.e., Tenants people group. However land and rental offices 

exist, they are costly or at time one-sided. 

It is extremely challenging for new contestants into a city going house to house 

looking for rental lodging. Looking through rental lodging includes time, cost and 

commonality of the spot. Same way for house proprietors setting aside occupant 

includes opportunity, cost and need great interpersonal organizations. 

To defeat what is happening, we have emerged with an Automation arrangement by 

proposing for advancement of programming framework known as "E-HOUSING 

RENTAL SYSTEM." 

EHRS Aims to offer types of assistance to "House Owners", "Relocating populace", 

"Land Agencies" and other local area that straightforwardly or in a roundabout way 

reliant upon moving populace. 

EHRS works with different individuals locally: 

1) Gives house proprietor's a stage to illuminate about their home subtleties to 

clients (Tenants) that require lodging. 

2) Works with travelers in finding require convenience in brief time frame and for 

minimal price. 

3) Help land organizations in centering their business regions. 

Keywords : Recommender System, Fuzzy Logic, Collaborative Filtering, Housing, 

Angular Framework, Spring Boot, EHRS, E-Housing, Rental System, Hybrid User- 

Centric 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Home/house is one of the essential requirements for 

person. Today finding a house for rental is becoming 

mind boggling and time taking. Particularly, when we 

move to another spot for two or three days we may 

ready to oversee lodgings/inns, however for extended 

stay or to lay out around there/town we really want 

to lease a house or a condo. Time, cash and data are 

the key boundaries typically we consider. Out of 

every one of these accessibility data is generally 

significant. 

Likewise for house holder's who needs to let their 

homes/lofts, tracking down a decent occupant for 

good cost in a brief period/time is likewise once in a 

while troublesome. The more the opening time of the 

house, the more loss of sum/income to the proprietor. 

In this day and age of improvement particularly data 

innovation and specifically web we can utilize it to 

give a decent and important answer for this issue of 

both house holders and occupants. On the off chance 

that, an electronic application that can be compact to 

versatile as an application works with a few group. 

The product application can lessen time, cash and 

spot limitations to the huge degree. 

 

Problem Statement: 

As of now as far as anyone is concerned today the two 

householders and occupants rely on papers, agreeable 

associations through known individuals and add 

sheets are the resources to pass data between parties. 

In any case, as depicted above time plays and cash are 

the significant requirements and numerous various 

times the two players need to think twice about. 

 

Solution for the issue: 

As a piece of our designing course educational plan 

we are endeavoring to tackle this intricate issue of 

bringing house holder's and inhabitant's together for 

common advantage of time and cash. For this we 

suggest an electronic web application that is named as 

"Simple HOUSING RENTAL SYSTEM" (EHRS). 

Utilizing this application the two householders and 

occupants can rapidly track down their reasonable 

party. 

 

II. SYSTEM DESIGN 

 

Architecture  

A system architecture or systems architecture is the 

conceptual model that defines the structure, 

behaviour, and more views of a system. An 

architecture description is a formal description and 

representation of a system, organized in a way that 

supports reasoning about the structures and 

behaviours of the system. 

 

 
Fig 1 : Project Implementation Lifecycle 

 

 
We are proposing two web solutions one a traditional 

web solution that uses HTML, CSS, Java, Java Servlets 

and a Database Server. 
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As a part of system design we have chosen a web 

based architecture.  The following is the higher level 

design diagram. 

 
Fig 2 : Database Model 

 

 
 

Fig 3 : Angular and DB connection using spring boot 

 

III. BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY 

 

Throughout the long term landowners/property 

chiefs have had an issue in keeping up with and 

dealing with their clients and their own records. The 

executives has become troublesome as a result of the 

issues that include: 

i. Information development: Data increment 

everyday. Putting away and keeping up with all 

information physically is extremely challenging 

Lack of electronic framework: Currently most 

landowners/property administrators utilize the 

manual framework in recording and keeping up 

with their property and clients information 

ii. Information security isn't guaranteed: In a manual 

way, information is recorded on books/papers 

which may effectively get harmed prompting loss 

of information. 

iii. There is no data set to store data: Potential of 

information misfortune or harm is exceptionally 

high since information is put away on 

unmistakable records. 

iv. Human asset: The ongoing framework has an 

excess of manual work from filling a structure to 

recording a report, conveying declaration. This 

increments trouble on laborers yet doesn't yield 

the outcomes it ought to. 

v. Prickly Job: In current framework assuming any 

alteration is to be made it increments manual work 

and is blunder inclined. vi. Blunder: As the 

framework is overseen and kept up with by 

laborers mistakes are a portion of the potential 

outcomes. Absence of these essential necessities 

makes the executives of the inhabitants and houses 

truly challenging as certain occupants might wind 

up not paying rent. 

 

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 

Our proposed framework give every one of the 

elements given by the customary existing frameworks, 

yet rather than working just with nonspatial 

information base, the framework likewise works with 

spatial information. The framework will have the 

accompanying noticeable elements:- Specification 

based looking: This component gives the connected 

data to the clients as per the particular they have 

given to the site. For e.g., in the event that a client is 

searching for a house with 1bhk at 9 lakhs, then, at 

that point, just those properties which fulfill the 

previously mentioned request will be gotten back to 

the client. Specialist Notification Once the client is 

engaged in a specific property and snaps the "Affirm" 

button a mail type message would consequently be 

shipped off the specialist who deals with the 

comparing zone, illuminating specialist about the 

client's name, his contact number and email address. 

Adding property available to be purchased A client 

can add his property that he is able to deal so it very 

well may be seen by other potential clients centered 

in comparable property. For this reason the client 

should enter the area as well as pictures and the 
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expense at which he is able to deal that property. 

Informing intrigued clients Whenever another stuff is 

added, then, at that point, a mail type notice is 

naturally shipped off that multitude of clients who 

were intrigued or were looking for a close to property. 

In this way advising those clients about the 

accessibility of that property. Permitting clients to put 

fascinating property tracks down in truck. The truck 

is an additional information base benefit to the clients. 

The clients would be given the component of adding 

grasping properties into a truck prior to going with a 

last choice. This would help the client to dissimilar 

fascinating property finds and consequently help in 

official conclusion making. Giving client map based 

search Once a specific region is chosen the client can 

acquire required related data based on geological 

variables. While looking is finished for another house, 

the fundamental spotlight is on the area. As area 

being a spatial entitywe are utilizing the benefits 

given by spatial data sets for our application. The 

application gives the client to choose a specific area 

and get data suitably. In this paper Space Spatial data 

set is utilized for giving topographical data of the 

investment properties. Various instances of spatial 

information are existing, yet the Important 

illustration of spatial data set is satellite picture [4-7]. 

Satellite picture framework will go about as a source 

of perspective framework. The point of this paper is 

to foster a model rental lodging posting 

administration utilizing Microsoft innovation. Here 

client can enlist then, at that point, sign in and deal 

with their property. This site helps the interaction 

and eliminates the above reports. The accessibility of 

site makes the interaction more easy to understand 

and makes it more viable. Client can enroll post, 

purchase, lease their legitimate aswell as know the 

paces of property in a zone. There are a few 

significant issues in fostering the rental lodging web 

application [8-11]. In the first place, the hunt time 

ought to be least. This relies upon 2 methods. Second, 

the web application ought to give the administrations 

that both purchaser and dealer need. Third, the web 

application ought to have a well disposed UI. 

  

 
Fig 4 : Home Screen 

         

 
Fig 5 : Capturing Tenant details Screen 

 
Fig 6 : User Registration Screen 

 
Fig 7 : Tenant Registration Screen 
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Fig 8 : Login Screen 

 

 
Fig 9 : House details Report 

 

 
Fig 10 : Report Page 

 

 
Fig 11 : Searching House Report 

 

 
Fig 12 : Searching house using zipcode 

 

 
Fig 13 :  Searching house using specific Rent 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

 

As a model undertaking we took a stab at, executing 

all highlights expected for an undeniable 

programming project. The Initial Planning, Analysis 

and Design stages gave us great scientific abilities. In 

issue recognizable proof stage we had great 

conceptualizing capacities and expanded our thinking 

capacities. In plan stage, we took in the functional 

utility of programming ideas and their applications in 

live activities. . The advancement stage was intriguing 

explicitly same usefulness carrying out in two distinct 

conditions. During coding we took in the significance 

of language structure and need for the lucidity of 

programming details. The improvement stage offered 

us a chance to assemble new specialized abilities. As 

we need to learn new ideas like network of client 

code with data set server, and define middleware with 

proper port numbers, have names, data set name and 

so forth, The testing was great as we could see the 

result and in great number of case exemptions and 
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fixing rationale of the code. However we didn't have 

full insight of carrying out live, yet porting the 

application, setting the climate in new equipment was 

fascinating. The execution shown us the handiness of 

prearranging some extra code like table creation and 

windows bunch records. 

In absolutely, the including and doing programming 

project was great picking up, fascinating and rousing. 

However the truth of EHRS(E-Housing Rental System) 

need immense financing, time furthermore, great 

pioneer task, heaps of obstructions yet valuable and 

advantages the public local area. 
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